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on four stamps of left vertical row.
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Presidene s Message
George W. Brett

510 21st St., N.W.,
Washington, D. C. 20006

Our meeting in Washington on Saturday
afternoon, May 22, was attended by about
10 people. Views and information were ex
changed on such subjects as counterfeits,
the "final" report (Dec. 1970) of the current
Atlantic~Pacific Interoceanic Canal Study
Commission, and a recent Vahan Mozian
sale with covers from the Ed Conger col
lection.

A petition was initiated to change our by
laws to allow for chapters. This has been
completed and transmitted to our Secretary;
it appears in his report for this issue. It
should be non-controversial, but look it over
as YOil will be voting or. it this fall.

In connection with your biennial oppor
tunity to change things in the management
of our Group the Nominating Committee for
this voting year will be as follows:

Eugene S. Stull, Jr., Chairman
135 Kingwod Drive,
Great Notch, N. J. 07424

John J. O'Neil
George R. Campbell

Please write to Gene with suggested names
of people to fill the officesof President, Vice
President, Secretary, Treasurer, and the
three Directors. These should be "live pros
pects" who will accept and do the job.
Your organization is in good shape, but
change is always a good idea so that things
do not get stereotyped. The present incum
bents have been glad to serve and perhaps
most would not mind continuing, but they
are not paid and the rest of the members
should keep this in mind.

We do have one change to announce in
our present assignments. George Stilwell has
rf'signed from his post of being in charge
of publicity and George R. Campbell has
graciously consented to take over as our
new publicity manager. If you have any
leads or suggestions along this line, please
contact this latter George at 118 Shennan
Ave., Roselle Park, N. J. 07204. George Stil
well did a fine job for us in keeping the
name of the Group before the general phila
telic public and persistence is what it takes.

THIRD QUARTER, ~971
I

New ]nverted Overprint
Another previously unlistld error has been found on the Hanlilton Bank Note Issue of

1906. It is interesting not onlrlas a new error, but also since it explains for the first time,
how a previously known err@r occurred. The IDc value, No. 26, has been found with
inverted overprint. The irreguilar block of eight is shown in Figure 1. This block contains
four examples with inverted clverprint in the left vertical row, three examples of No. 26a,
double overprint with one reading up in the
middle row, and one example lof the normal
stamp (the lower right stamp).

The previously listed errb~, No. 26a,
always seemed puzzling. Ho, could a sec
ond overprint be applied to ~ isheet in the
inverted position? If it were applied to an

entire sheet, why was this e~o~ one of themost difficult of all Canal Zbne errors to

find? Only a handful of cOPieslseem to exist
todav. The unusual block tells the story of
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with tl.e overprint too far tol r1e right sothat the entire left vertical f0W was left
without overprint. The printe~ however no
ticed this and decided to attembt to correct

it by reversing the sheet an1' putting justthe unoverprinted row back in the press
and overprinting it. He appar,ep.tly did not
realize that the overprint w0tVd be printed
in the inverted position. In addition he put second vertical row. It is clear now that
the' sheet too far in the prdss and over- there were orig'nally ten copies of No.' 26a

printed the first two vertical I~ows on the and also ten copies with inverted overprint.
left instead of just the first, as r~apparently Four of these copies are in this block. The
intended. The result was Z0I'fJ!: printed in other six copies have not been reported. It
the left margin, an inverted ove11Print(read- is worth checking your collection to see if
ing up) on the first vertical ~Jw, and the you might have a copy. The inverted over
double overprint, one readink up on the print should be listed as No. 26b.I

n Auctions -
There was only one large Canal Zone sale 70-81, $80 ($98); 84-95, $94 ($102); J12

during the past quarter. Howe~Jr, a number 14, $60 ($72); J15-29, $36 ($47); 01-7,
of items were offered in varldus separate CO1-7, used, $28 ($27).

sales. In the following prices I tealized, we E. P. L. Apfelbaum sold on April 17thlist first the Scott catalogue ~umber, fol- No. 33a, $50 ($75); 120-135, $25 ($42);
lowed by the price realized and the cata- COI-7, C014, $18 ($27).

logue price in parenthesis as lUsted in the Harmer, Rooke sold on May 4th, No. 46b,
auction catalogue. All items arf Iunused un- v. g., $42 ($48); 48, v. g. $70 ($125); 52a,
less mentioned otherwise. Serious defects pair, $75 ($80); a very fine copy of the

are specifically mentioned. Al~Iprices have missing Thatcher Bridge error, No. I57a,
been rounded to the nearest d~llar. was sold for $2300.

On March 25th E. P. L. Apfelbaum offer- An unusual cover was in the May 6th sale
ed No. 17, spaced Z 0 in blobIl:of 4, $23; of H. R. Harmer. It was a first flight cover

52a, $32 ($40); 120-135, $271(11$42);COl- from the Canal Zone to the United States
7, C014, $2'0 ($27). on Feb. 10, 1929 addressed to Calvin Coole-

Harmer, Rooke offered on .]!lril 6th No. (Continued on page 22)
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Gilbert N. Plass, Editor

P. O. Box 9973
College Station, Tex. 77840

Published quarterly by The Canal Zone
Study Group, 29 S. South Carolina Ave.,
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401. Printed by Himes
Printing Co., State College, Pa. Second class
postage paid at State College, Pa. 16801.
Manuscripts should be typewritten double
spaced, one side of page. Books and litera
ture for review should be sent to the editor,
Display advertising accepted from CZSG
members only at the following rates per
insertion:

one column two inches ..: ,$ 5.00
one column five inches. 10.00
two columns five inches .. 15.00
two columns ten inches ..... 25.00

Column width 14 picas (2%6"), two col
umns 29 picas (41%6")' Remittance must
accompany copy. Deadlines for ads the first
day of Jan., Apr., July, Oct. Half-tones
( 120-screen) or line engravings may be fur
nished by advertiser or made by CZSG and
advertiser billed at cost. Send all manu
scripts and ad copy to the Editor.

Subscriptions and changes of address
should be sent to the Secretary, Alfred R.
Bew, 29 S. South Carolina Ave., Atlantic
City, N. J. 08401.
Copyright 1971. The Canal Zone Study Group

Auctions -
(Continued from page 21)

idge and autographed by both Coolidge and
Lindberg. It sold for $150.

In their May sale Vahan Mozian sold No.
11, inverted M in block of 4, $19 ($15);
14, strip of 3 and single on cover, $19
($16); 19, $9 ($10); 20, block of 4, $20
($21); 20, antique Z, $14; 22, ONE in pair,
$16 ($11); 23f, block of 4, $15 ($8); 37,
block of 4, $29 ($35); 39d, $20 ($18); 95,
on cover, $22 ($18); collection of 165 cov
ers with Nos. 9 to 20, $1550 ($400-450
est. ).

Five Zeppelin covers mailed in the Canal
Zone were sold by Harmer, Rooke on May
19th and brought high prices. An Aug. 8,
1929 cover from Balboa to Friedrichshafen
via Lakehurst on the Round the World
Flight with a slight tear brought $200. A
May, 1930 cover sent on the Cristobal
Miami first Hight, by steamer to Germany,
and returned to Lakehurst by Zeppelin
brought $460. A May, 1930 cover from
Cristobal to Lakehurst and then to Fried
richshafen by Zeppelin on the Round the
World Flight with U. S. No. C14 plus Canal
Zone stamps sold for $340. A May 15, 1930
cover from Cristobal to Havana, Seville, and
Friedrichshafen by Zeppelin sold for $550.
A May 2, 1936 cover from Cristobal to New
Yark to Germany on the First. Hindenburg
North American Hight brought $150.

The largest sale of the quarter was held
by Robert Siegel on May 13th. Among the
great rarities sold was No. 76a with ZONE
inverted in very fine condition, probably the

Detailed List of Canal Zone Stamps
(Continued from page 13 of last issue)

We continue our detailed check list of Canal Zone stamps. In the meantime we have
completed several chapters of the projected Canal Zone Handbook which we hope to pub
lish along with a corrected version of this check list. We need your help to check your
collection against our lists and report any unlisted varieties. For example, in the overprinted
United States issues we are sure that there are additional plate numbers that still need to
be reported. There is one typographical error under No. 71. Change plate number 15338
to 15358. This was reported by George Stilwell. More details on booklet panes are not
given in this part of the check list since a separate section will be devoted to them later.
New information on quantities issued is given here for the first time for some stamps on the
basis of correspondence with D. C. Rose, Director of Posts.

Sesquicentennial Exposition 1926
Two Cents, Scott No. 96

Type B. "Sharp A" overprint on United States stamp issued for the Sesquicentennial
Exposition held at Philadelphia in 1926 to commemorate the 150th Anniversary of the
Declaration of Independence. The stamps were recess printed on Hat bed presses from 200
subject plates, perforated eleven, and issued in sheets of 50.

Liberty Bell, carmine rose. Issued July 6, 1926. Total issued: 300,000.
Varieties:

1. Poorly printed overprint with one or more letters partIy or entirely missing
(appears to read ANAL, AL or just L for CANAL).

2. E of ZONE under L of CANAL.

Rotary Issues, Perforated 10, 1927
Scott No. 97-99

Type B "Sharp A" overprint on United States regular issue. The stamps were recess
printed on rotary presses from 400 subject plates, perforated 10, and issued in sheets of 100.
Two Cents, No. 97

George Washington, carmine. Issued Jan., 1927. Total issued: 1,290,000.
A. First printing. 9 mm spacing. Total issued: 890,000.

Plate numbers: 18632, 18633.
B. Second printing. 10 mm spacing. Total issued: 400,000.

Plate numbers; 18809, 18934.
a. Pair, one without overprint (from the left vertical row of one sheet). First printing.

(10)

a. Booklet pane of six, imperforate margins. 9 rom spacing. (58,000)
c. CANAL only. First printing.
d. ZONE only (due to paper fold). Printing unknown.

Varieties:
1. Spacing variety: 11 rom (first printing).
2. AL only of CANAL. First printing.

Three Cents, No. 98
Abraham Lincoln, violet. Issued May 9, 1927. Total issued: 239,600. 9 mm spacing.

Plate numbers: 18445, 18446.

Ten Cents, No. 99
James Monroe, orange. Issued May 9, 1927. Total issued: 128,400. 9 mm spacing.

Plate numbers: 18532, 18538.

Rotary Issues, Perforated 11 x 101J2,1927-1931
One Cent, No. 100

Benjamin Franklin, green. Issued June 28, 1927. Total issued: 434,892. 7 mm spacing.
Plate numbers: 18730, 18731.

a. Pair, one without overprint (from the bottom horizontal row of one sheet). (10).
Other varieties:

1. Z of ZONE under C of CANAL.
2. E of ZONE under L of CANAL.

A number of broken letters are known. Some of the most prominent are broken E in
ZONE (appears to read ZONF); broken first A of CANAL (appears to be an inverted V),
Pos. 66LR; broken first A and L of CANAL, Pos. 56 LR.

Two Cents, No. 101
George Washington, carmine. Issued June 28, 1927. Total"issued: 1,628,195.
A. First printing. 10 rom spacing. Total issued: 600,000.

Plate numbers: 18809, 18827, 18933, 18934.
B. Second printing. 9 rom spacing. Total issued: 1,028,195.

Plate numbers: 18985, 18986.
a. Booklet pane of six, imperforate margins. 9 rom spacing (82,108).
b. Booklet pane of six, imperforate margins. CANAL double on two bottom stamps.
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Other variety:
1. E of ZONE under L of CANAL. '

Three Cents, No. 102
Abraham Lincoln, violet. Issued Feb., 1931. Total issued: 1,250,000. 9 'm spacing.
A. First printing. Slightly lighter violet than second printing; difficult to distinguish

single stamps. Total issued: 200,000. j
Plate numbers: 18126, 18803.

B. Second printing. Slightly deeper violet than first printing; difficult '0 distinguish

single stamps. Total issued: 1,050,000. I IPlate numbers: 18831, 18833.
a. Booklet pane of six handmade, perforated margins. (Very few examp e~ are known).

Other varieties:
1. CA L (NA missing).

Five Cents, No. 103
Theodore Roosevelt, dark blue. Issued Dec. 13, 1927. Total issued: ~p,OOO. 9 mm

spacing.
Plate numbers: 18851, 18855.

Various broken letters are known.

Ten Cents, No. 104
James Monroe, orange. Issued: July, 1930. Total issued: 119,800. 10 m$lspacing.

Plate numbers: 19234, 19235, 19256, 19257.
Varieties:

1. E of ZONE under L of CANAL.
2. Z of ZONE under C of CANAL.

Regular Issue of 1928-1940
Scott Nos. 105-114

These stamps were engraved and printed by the Bureau of Engraving ~~d Printing inWashington, D. C. They were the first postage stamps specifically designe~1and engraved

for the Canal Zone. The stamps are printed from Hat plates in sheets of 409 ~nd then cutinto four post office sheets of 100 (except the 5c value which was printed inlsheets of 200,
cut into panes of 50); thus each post office sheet originally had straight edge~ bn two sides,
but starting in 1948 the sheets were separated by perforations to eliminate tlraight edge~.

All stamps are perforate 11. t
One Cent, No. 105 ,- ,-- \

General George W. Davis, green. Issued: Oct. 3, 1928. Total issued to ne 1, 19711:
25,177,600.

Plate numbers: 115180, 11S181, 11S182, 11S183, 121471, 121472, 121473' 121474.Varieties: I -
1. Wet printing. Yellow green. Yellow gum.
2. Dry printing. Green. White gum. The designs of all dry printin~ are slightly

larger than those from wet printings, due to greater paper Shill.I kage in thelatter. l3. Imperforate lower margin, due to paper fold.

A copy is known with a large ink smudge on Gorgas' face, "Gorgas '1'i beard". A
number of examples of freak perforations are known due to paper folds; o~e contains a
horizontal pair imperforate between, but with diagonal perforations. A numbb~ of examples
exist of creases before printing, which when opened out leave large white Ispaces in the
design.

Two Cents, No. 106
General George W. Goethals, carmine. Issued: Oct. 1, 1928. Total issue

Plate numbers: 115184, 115185, 115186, 115187.
a. Booklet pane of six (284,640).

Variety:

1. Misplaced entry. Pos. 19 on plate 115186 UL is entered 0.6 mmjtbo far to the~fi. I
Marked shade variations occur in the same sheet due to poorly wiped plates.

Five Cents, No. 107 II
Steam shovel, Gaillard Cut, blue. Issued: June 25, 1929. Total issued: 4,!l87,028.

Plate numbers: 11811S, 118116, 118117, 118118, 121492, 121493, 12111!11194, 121495.
Ten Cents, No. 108 I

General Harry F. Hodges, orange. Issued: Jan. 11, 1932. Total issued to J~e 1, 1971:
2,362,600.

Plate number: 123709.
Varities:

1. Wet printing. Yellow orange. Yellow gum.
2. Dry printing. Orange. White gum.

(Continued on page 28)
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only used copy known without defects,
which sold for $1000 ($850). The very
scarce ZONE ZONE error on the lOc value,
No. 87a, in a book of 12 sold for ~lO50
( $1500). No. J20a in a plate block of 6
including three vertical pairs, one without
overprint sold for $2000. Other items in this
sale were: No. lOa, $30 ($38); 13b, $20
( $25); 18b, used, $23 ( $2S); 22a, $80
( $100); 24c, block of 4, $400 ($500); 32a,
$80 ($100); 34a, $240 ($300); 36b, $42
( $45); 39c, handmade booklet, v. g., $50
( $60) ; 3ge, $40 ( $42) ; 39f handmade
booklet pane with inverted center and over
print reading down, $750 ($500); 53c, $80
($75); 56a, $35 ($40); 56b, $SO ($60);
56e in horiz. strip of 5, $72 ($89); 56g,
$180 ($60); 60b, $75 ($95); 61£, very few
of these booklet panes are known, in spite
of faint toning sold for $360 ($135) ; 67,
slight thin, $100 ($140); 86e + 86f, two
of each in block of 4, $325 ($430); 86g,
block of 4, $550 ($700); 91a, $70 ($70);
97b, $50 ($55); 115c, two panes in unex
ploded booklet, $50 ($45 ); 117b, $11
($12); 120-135, $30 ($42); Cl, plate block
of 6, $24 ($28); C25a, $260 ($300); J4a,
$32 ($40); 08, used, $170 ($110); U2b,
$70 ($100); U2c, $105 ($150); Ul2, $34
($30); Ul4, $80 ($75); UFl, $220 ($300);
UXld, $48 ($60); UX5, a very scarce card
unused, $190 ($150); UX6, $100 ($135);
UXlOa, $120 ($100).

No. 16 with Double Surcharge
Two used copies have :recently been re-

ported of No. 16 with double surcharge.
There are several puzzling aspects of this
alleged error. Both surcharges are very light
ly inked; the inking of both surcharges is
lighter than on any known copy of the reg
ular surcharge. As a result it is difficult to
study the letters of the surcharge. One of
the copies has a straight edge and comes
from the tenth horizontal row. It should
show accents above the letters A in PANA
MA. However there are none, which just
possibly might be due to the very light ink
ing. This copy was sent to the American
Philatelic Expertization Service; it has been
retumed marked that they are unable to
express an opinion on its genuiness. If this
is genuine, there must have been half a
sheet of 50 of this error originally. If any
more copies are found, please submit them
to the A. P. E. S. for examination.

Special Delivery
Several collectors have asked about Spe

cial Delivery service within the Canal Zone.
Since we had never heard of it, we asked
Hugh Cassibry who supplied the following
information. From the very beginning there
has never been carrier service. All mail has
been for delivery at the post office in either
post office boxes or at General Delivery.
Special Delivery service has never been of
fered within the Canal Zone. If a letter ar
rives from the United States with ,a special
delivery stamp, it is handled exactly as all
other regular mail.
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Pas. 58: Lf-ll (28, 3S, 4, 5N, 6S).
Pos. 59: L-uI (2, 3N, 4N, 55, 6N).
Pas. 60: Cot (2, 3, 4, 55, 6N) (a vertical line
starting near top of C).
Pas. 62: AI-c (2N, 3N, 4, 5S, 6N).
Pas. 63: E-t (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 65: C-ul (2N, 3, 4, 5, 6);

NI-ur (2, 3, 4, 5N, 6N);
N in antique type (2N, 3N, 4N,

5,6).
Pas. 66: NI-l (2, 3S, 4, 5S, 6).
Pos. 67: AI-ll (2, 3, 4, 5, 6);

A2-l (2, 3, 4, 5, 6);
E-ul (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Pas. 68: N2-lr (2, 3, 4, 5, 6);
E-b (2N, 3N, 4, 5, 6) (the bottom

bar is thin, but not broken on fourth set
ting; sometinies the E prints very faintly
on fourth setting (see Figure 1); it is
broken on fifth and sixth setting).
Pas. 70: Ef-ul-ll (25, 3, 4, 5'5, 6N).
Pas. 71: C-1I (2, 3, 4, 55, 6N).
Pas. 72: C-lr (2, 3, 4, 55, 6).
Pos. 74: AI-l (2, 3, 4, 5, 6);

Nlf-r (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 75: A-I (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (also filled in on
right on third and fourth setting).

L-lr (2, 35, 45, 55, 6).
Pas. 76: C-ul (2N, 3, 4, 5, 6);

Alf-r (2N, 3, 4, 5, 6N);
A2f-r (2N, 3, 4, 5, 6N).

Pas. 77: Cf-t (2N, 3, 48, 5N, 6N).
Pas. 78: E-ul (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 79: C-ul (2, 3, 4, 5, 6);

AI-I (2N, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6);
E-ll (2N, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6).

Pas. 81: E-lr (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 84: AI-l (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 87: A2f-r (25, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 88: Z-b (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 91: Al-c (2, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6N);

Alf-c (2N, 3, 4, 5N, 6N);
AI-l-c (2N, 3N, 4N, 55, 6);
E-b (break in lower bar) (2, 3, 4N,

5N,6N);
E-ll (lower left serif missing) (2N,

3N, 45, 5, 6).
Pos. 93: AI-c (2, 3 ,4, 5, 6);

A2-11(2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 94: AI-I (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 95: Alf-b (2, 3, 4, 55, 6).
Pas. 96: N2f-ul-1r (28, 3, 4, 5N, 6N).
Pas. 97: C-b (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

In many cases the reason for the change
in type is unclear. Sometimes a new letter
was put in to replace a broken letter, but
equally bad broken letters were kept
through all six settings. Antique letters (the
term "antique" has traditionally been used
to indicate a change to different type
face) were placed in six positions on the
sheet by the sixth setting. In three cases
these antique letters replace broken letters
(Z in Pas. 32; L in Pas. 42; N in Pas. 65).
There were no broken letters at all in Pas.
26 before the antique CANAL was placed
there, starting with the fourth setting.
Similarly there was no broken Z in either
Pas. 42 or 45 before an antique letter was
introduced in each of these positions. In
Pos. 48 there was a broken 0 in the second
setting, but no other broken letters. Yet

Z in antique type (2N, 3N, 4N,

E-ul (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 46: NI-ul (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 47: Alf-r (2S, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 48: L-t (2N, 3N, 4N, 55, 6);

O-ll (2S, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6N);
ZONE in antique type (2N, 3, 4,

5N,6);

6);

5N 6)·
, , O-ul (2N, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6);

E-ul (2, 35, 4, 55, 6N).
Pas. 44: L-ll (2N, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6).
Pas. 45; A2-1 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (also filled in
on 4th and 5th settings);

Z in antique type (2N, 3N, 4N,

5,6).
Pas. 51: Nlf-ul (2, 3, 4, 5N, 6N).
Pas. 52: AU-r-c (25, 3, 4, 5, 6);

Z-t (25, 35, 4, 5, 6S);
E-t (25, 38, 4, 5N, 6N).

Pas. 53: A2-1(2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 54: L-t (2, 3, 4, 5, 6);

E-t (2N, 3S, 45, 55, 6S) (small
irregularity in top bar of E).
Pas. 55: E-t-ll (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pos. 56: E-t (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (on most copies
there is both' a break in top bar of E and a
dot between top two horizontal bars in E).

I'os. 13: -Nl-l (also filled-in in lr) (2, 3, 4,
55,65).
Pas. 16: A2-b (2N, 3, 4, 5, 6N);

E-c (2, 3, 4, 5, 6); (this appears as
a line through the center of the E; in ad
dition there is a dot in ul part of E on sixth
setting).

-Pas. 17: A2-r (2N, 3, 4, 5N, 6N).
Pas. 18: AI-c (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 19: NI-l (2, 3, 4, 5, 6N);

A2-11(2N, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6);
N2-ul (2N, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6);
E-ul (2N, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6).

Pas. 21: L-t (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 25: AI-l (2, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6N);

Alf-r (2S, 3, 4, 5, 6);
Nl-ur (an extra line below top

right serif) (2, 3, 4, 5, 6N).
Pas. 26: CANAL in antique type (2N, 3N,
4,5,6).
Pas. 29: A2-11(2, 3, 4, 5, 6);

E-t (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 31: A2-11(2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 32: Z-ur (2, 3, 4, 5N, 6N);

Z in antique type (2N, 3N, 4N, 5,
6).
Pas. 33: O-b (2N, 3N, 4N, 5N, 65);

N2-ul (2N, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6);
E-lr (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Pas. 34: Z-ll (2N, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6).
Pas. 35: C-ul (2, 35, 45, 55, 6).
Pas. 36: A2f-c (2N, 3, 4, 5, 6N);

E-ll (2, 3, 4, 5, 65).
Pas. 37: A2-11(2, 3, 4, 5, 6);

Z-t (2, 3, 4, 5, 6);
E-t (2, 3, 4, 5S, 6).

Pas. 39: Cf-l (2S, 3, 4, 5, 6);
A2f-r (2S, 35, 4, 55, 6N);
A2-11(2, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6N).

Pas. 40: A2-11(2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 42: NI-ur (2N, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6);

L-lr (2, 3, 4, 5N, 6N);
L in antique type (2N, 3N, 4N, 5,

Plating the 1904-1906 Overprints
on Panama Stamps

by Gilbert N. Plass
(Continued from page 19)

Second - Sixth Settings
A completely new set up of the type

was made for the second setting as there
is no correspondence between the broken
letters of this and the first - setting. Ap
parently only a -few of the type with the
same broken letters wer:e used in both set
tings. Among the few which have -been
identified tha! appear to be identical in the
two printings are the bro~ -E in -Pas. 98
of the .first -setting and Pas. 33 of the
se£ond setting and the brokenN in Pas. 23
of the first setting and Pas. 65 of the second
setting.

In the listing of the broken letters for
these settings, two new notations are intro
duced. The setting in which the broken
letter occurs is indicated. For example, AI
ur (2, 3, 4, 5S, 6N) means that the first
A in CANAL is broken in the upper right
comer of the letter on all stamps from the
second, third, and fourth settings, on some
(5) of the fifth setting, but is not (N) broken
on the sixth setting. In addition to broken
letters, the positions on some stamps may
be identified by "filled in" letters, i. e. bits
of dirt and other matter which accumulated
on the letters and filled in parts of the
letter. For example, they could fill in the
open space in the letter A or make parts
of the letter thicker than normal. These
filled in letters may vary somewhat within_
a printing as more dirt accumulates or some
is loosened. However, the filled in letters
are remarkably constant and can help greatly
in the plating. Filled in letters are indi
cated by an "f" after the letter in the
listing. Thus, N2f-ul (N2, N3, N4, N5, 6)
means that the N in ZONE is filled in near
the upper left comer on just the sixth
setting, but not on the other settings. The
fifth and sixth settings are generally more
heavily inked than the others, while the
second and third tend to have a lighter than
usual inking. The broken -letters listed here
are constant on the vast majority of the
stamps. However, allowance should be
made for the inking. For example, a small
break that would show up on a light inking
of the second setting, may be completely
filled up by a heavy inking of the sixth
setting.
Pas. 1: L-ul (2N, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6);

A2-c-ll (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 2: AI-II (2, 3, 4, 5, 6N); (the A is
broken in the diagonal part above the serif);

AI-ll (2N, 3N, 4N, 5N, 6); (the low
er left corner of the serif is broken off);

NI-ul (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pas. 3: A2-11(2, 3, 4, .5, 6).
Pas. 4: E-t (2, 3, 4, 5, 6); (does not show
on heavily inked copies).
Pas. 6; O-ur (2, 3, 4, 5, 6N).
Pas. 7: Cot (2, 35,4, 5N, 6N).
Pas. 9: C-ul (2, 35, 4, 5S, 65);

E-t (2, 3, 4, 55, 65).
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all of the letters in ZONE were replaced Pas. 5 and 10: work-up (bar) between right The following list is based on recent re-

at the beginning of the third setting with PANAMA and bar. I search on this overPrint during which a
antique letters. Pos. 15 and 20: PANAMA at right 5 rnrn number of new varieties have been found

The type must have received unusually below bar with or without last IAof PAN- and many errors of previous lists have

rough handling between the fifth and sixth AMA above or below line. I been corrected. One strange example is
setting as a number of striking broken letters Pas. 21 and 26: N thick and heaiV}'at right. the PANAMA 15 rnrn long that is listed in
occur only in the sixth setting. Some of Pos. 22 and 27: second and ~d A defec- all the catalogues. Actually PANAMA is

these are L in Pas: 1; A2, N2,. and E in tive at left. I I 15.7 to 16.0 mn: long (from the serif ofPas. 19; 0 and N2 ill Pas. 33; Z m Pas. 34; P 24. d 29. PANAWA t 'gj1t the P to the serif of the A) on Pas. 6 to
Nl and 0 in Pas. 42; L in Pas. 44; and pas. 25 an d 30' PANAMA\: 1 . I t 10 on the upper hili sheet and the cor-
Al and E in Pos. 79. as. an ... rrn ong a responding positions on the lower half sheet.

The list given here has been carefully left or top of last A mlssillg at lett. PANAMA is 14.5 to 15.0 mm long on Pos.

compiled from the study of a large number Pas. 31 and 36: left PANAMA 2].2rnrn be- 3, 4, and 5 on the upper half sheet and theof stamps. However, additional study of low bar. corresponding positions on the lower half
more specimens will undoubtedly require Pas. 41 and 46: PANAAM at nght or tall sheet. The 14.5-15.0 rnrn PANAMA is

some modifications in the list. Please send thin M at left. 1- scarcer than the 15.7-16.0 mm and has not

in any corrections which you discover. Pos. 44 and 49: work-up (colon Ibrbar) be- been recognized in the catalogue. The. 15.7Just remember that an unusually heavy tween right PANAMA and bar. 16.0 mm variety is the 15 rnrn variety listed
inking may close up a small break in a Pos. 53 and 58: PANAMA at right with N in the catalogues. All of the following va-

letter and that this is not listed. having double center stroke. I rieties are believed to be constant and canThe other overPrints and surcharges ap- Pas. 54 and 59: PAMANA at left. be seen easily if the appropriate part of

plied to the third series also offer important Pas. 61 and 66: P small and cured at left. the overPrint falls on a light area of the

clues in plating a stamp. For example, the Pas. 85 and 90: last A of righ PANAMA basic stamp.
8 cts surcharge on No. 14 was set up in a is an inverted V. The first two positions listed are for No.
block of 25 (5 by 5) and had to be used Pas. 91 and 96: last A in left PANAMA 18 and 19, while the first and third positions
four times to surcharge completely a sheet almost touches bar at left. are for No. 1. For example, the first list
of 100. Actually there are minute differ- Pas. 95 and 100: PAN MA at 1jght (print- ingmeans that the PANAMA reading up
ences between almost everyone of the figure ing variety) or PAMANA at right and 1.5 Iand down variety is found on Pas. 1 and
8s in the surcharge. However, they are mm below bar. 51 of Nos. 18 and 19 and on Pas. 1 and
usually divided into three groups. The Pas. 91 to 100: various printing defects in- 100 of No. 1. The varieties on the lower
Type A 8 has a heavy stroke going down cluding PANAM and ANAMA; also PAN- half sheet of No.1 have the left and right
from left to right and a narrower stroke AMA 1.5 rnrn below bar. PANAMA reversed from the description

going down from right to left. If the 8 is These varieties occur in some, rut not all I'which is for the upper half sheet.
divided vertically, the two sides are not of the stamps from a given posItion. They 'Pas. 1 and 51 (100): PANAMA reading up
symmetrical. The Type B 8 is symmetrical, are constant for any specific Pankma setting and down. (Most copies from Pas. 51 have
very narrow between the upper and lower however, as will be shown in Ek -Helme's left FANAMA reading F NAMA reading

loops, and wit-It upper and lower ~oops of forthcoming article. I Idown. Usually the first A of left PANAMA
nearl.y equal size. The Type C .8 IS asym- The most useful PANAMA oyerPrint for is lightly printed or missing on Pas.!.)
metncal. as Type A, but the. wld~ of the the pUrPoses of plating is the ifhird Pan- Pas. 3 and 53 (98): large PA and MA in
stroke. IS much less, resulting m larger ama Provisional overPrint with both PAN- left PANAMA and large PA and third A
holes m both the upper and lower sec- AMA overPrints reading up (Nol18 or 19) in right PANAMA with inverted V for sec

tions of the 8. Type C occurs only once in or with both overPrints reading I up on the and A; PANAMA 15.0 mm long on left andthe setting and appears in .pos.. 45, ~O, 95, upper half sheet and down on the lower 14.5 mm long on right.
and. 100. Type B o~curs fIve times In t~e half sheet (No.1). This overPrint was in Pas. 4 and 54 (97): large PA and third A
settIng and appears In Pas. 35, 40, 41, 4~, a setting of 50 (10 across by 5!down). On in both left and right PANAMA; PANAMA
43, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49, 85, 90, 91, 92, 9~, No. 18 or 19 it was applied Separately to 14.9 mm long.

94, 96, 9:,.98, and 9~.. Typ~ A occurs. In the upper and lower half sheets'lbut in both Pos. 5 and 55 (96): large PA and third A
the remalmng 19 posItions ill the settIng cases with PANAMA reading up. On No. in both left and right PANAMA; PANAMA
and thus 76 times on the sheet. A study of 1 th overPrint was first applied to the 14.7 mm long.
the 8 can be very useful in plating No. 14. uppe; half sheet. Then the sheets were Pas. 6 to 10 and 56 to 60 (91 to 95): PAN-

The PANAMA overpri~t reading up at turned over, an extra bar was added at the AMA 15.7-16.0 mm long.

the left and down at the nght was used for bottom of the overPrint forml (this was POS.. 11 and 61 (90): first A broken in left

Nos. 11, 12, 13, 14? and 20. (as ,:ell ~s necessary to block out Colombia on Pas. 51 PANAMA, inverted V for first A in right
Nos. 2 and 3).. Thls o~erprillt eXls~s ill to 60, as a simple diagram will show) and PANAMA, and second A in right PANAMA
a number of settmgs whICh can be Iden- then the lower half sheet was overPrinted usually broken.

tified by the width of the bar over Colom- with PANAMA reading down. I Pas. 12 and 62 (89): inverted N in rightbia, the distance between the bar and the h' f tho PAN" .•.•.A PANAMA.th h d f th . t T e Importance 0 IS n.cu over-
words PANAMA, e s a e a e overPrm , ., d th f th fu' Pas. 14 and 64 (87): third A below line in
and the presence and positions of certain ~nnt IS ue .to . e act 30 atf th'er5eOIS a~ left PANAMA.. . h' l' d . Important vanety. ill over 0' e POSI-
constant vanetles. T IS camp Icate senes .. th . Th' read hel s in Pas. 18 and 68 (83): inverted V for first A
of overPrints will be the subject of a sep- tllon~ illth e setting. IdSg IYII p th in right PANAMA.

. I . th·· I b D J p atillg ese stamps an even I a ows e
arate artic e ill IS Journa y r. ames I' f . I . d t Pos. 19 and 69 (82): MA above line in right
B. Helme. Here we merely list some of the p ating 0 many smg e caples an . ~os PANAMA.

major varieties which can be a major help blockst four ;f Nag!. A~os\ an~ sill:le Pos. 23 and 73 (78): broken N in left PAN
in plating a stamp. These varieties occur copy 0 Nos. 1 or 1 can e ~ ate w en AMA and N above line in right PANAMA.
only in certain Panama settings in each bo~ .the PANAMA. and CA .IAL .ZONE Pos. 24 and 74 (77): thick M in left PAN-
case Thus the stamp must be from one of vaneties are taken mto consldleration. A d.. f . th th PANllAMA AMA (on No. 1 only' not on Nos. 18 anthe indicated positions if the variety oc- negative actor IS at e over- ,
curs. However, other' stamps exist from print is often lightly inked. As la result of 19)....
th tt' f th ·ti·th t this it is not always possible to see all of Pos. 25 and 75 (76). illverted V for third

a er se mgs a e same poSI on WI ?U .... I . A in left PANAMA.the variety. This overPrint was in a setting these vaneties, particularly if tHe overPnnt

of 50 (5 across by 10 down). falls on a dark area of the basic Istamp. (Continued on page 26)
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Secretaryt s Report
Alfred R. Bew

29 S. South Carolina Ave.

Atlantic City, N. J. 08401
We currently have 307 members. We

hope that all of our members will try to
obtain new members for CZSG and help in
troduce more people to the fascinating study
of Canal Zone stamps..

The follOWing proposed change to the
By Laws, signed by ten members, will be
presented for consideration at the next reg
ular election. A North Jersey chapter has
already asked for recognition.

That a new section be added to Article III
as follows:

7. Groups of at least five members in
good standing may form a chapter. For of
ficial acceptance the Secretary shall be noti
fied of the name, if any, together with meet
ing dates, and a list of members. If the re
quired minimum number of members has
been met, the Secretary shall assign a
chapter number in chronological order, be
ginning with one, and notify the new chap
ter accordingly. Each chapter shall advise
the Secretary of their membership as of
January 1st of each year and if they fail to
do so, or their membership falls below five
for at least a year, they shall be stricken
from the chapter list.

Listed below are our Contributing Mem
bers for the year 1971. These are persons
who have given $10 or more to the CZSG.

New Members

Pos. 45 and 95 (56): small and broken second
A and right half of M filled in right PAN
AMA.
Pos. 47 and 97 (54): right leg only of third
A of left PANAMA (on some sheets only;
probably a printing defect).
Pas. 49 and 99 (51): P wrong font in right
PANAMA.
Dr. Hehne has not completed his research
on the Third Panama provisional overprint,
but has contributed to this tabulation.

This is the end of our story on these
overprints. Now the fun is yours in at
tempting to identify correctly your various
stamps. A complete study of these issues
together with their errors is a fascinating
philatelic adventure. It is a satisfying ex
perience to plate a position on the basis of
a broken letter in the CANAL ZONE over
print and then to have this verified by an
appropriate variety of the PANAMA over
print. It is also possible to discover forgeries
when these characteristics do not match up
properly. Thus I leave you to restudy your
early Canal Zone stamps.

I wish to thank Dr. James B. Hehne and
Col. James DeVoss for carefully reading
this manuscript and suggesting corrections
and additions. Any remaining errors are
entirely my responsibility.

No. 117a Booklets
Bill Sells, 3806 Sunnyside, Brookfield, Ill.

offered No. 117a booklets, complete and
unexploded in an advertisement in the last
issue. The price was accidentally omitted
$10.00 postage paid. Each of the 2 panes
has almost all of the plate number on the
selvedge.

33.00

...... 40.00
39.00
12.00
32.00
12.00
40.00

.... 90.00
5.00

11.00
15.00

..... $ 7.50
10.00
10.00
11.00
22.00

Scott #
120 PANAMA up F-VF
120 ANAMA F-VF
12ao "Canal" antq. F-VF
16bo C-A spaced, VF in blk
20ao "Canal" antq. F-VF .
200 VF "Z", "L" "N" antique letters

(one per sheet) ea. 10.00
22eo F-VF double ovpt 35.00
24cO Double ovpt. F-VF minute thin

(only 200 exist) 45.00
33a 0 double ovpt. perfs touch at top

(only 200 exist) .
46a 0- inverted ovpt. broken He"

fine centering .
46bo double ovpt. fine .
47 used, perfs cut-in slightly
52ao inverted ovpt. F-VF .
53ao perfs cut in at top .
580 F-VF regummed well
670 perfs cut in at right,NH
39 used perf P,f-vf .
40 used perf P-VF .
410 perf P, F-VF .

COVERS
#5 (two stamps) on memorial cover

DIC 6, 1904 Fine 25.00
#5 straight edge on cover 9.00
#63 wi U2 REG. Dec. 5, 1923 F- 7.50
116 on cover Fine (dues scarce) 3.50
C03 15c on nice USDA cover,VF 25.00
C05 30c on USDA env. bottom of env.

trimmed 1A, inch 12.00
C1 in First Flight Cover 3.00
UC12 4c + 5c + 2c large mint 30
UC13 IOc + 1c mint 25
UX12 5c + 1c mint 12
UX65 5c + 4c mint 20
159 8c mint .15; Cachet FDC .35

RICK SCHWARTZ
P.O. Box 25193 Los Angeles, Ca. 90025

ONE OF A KIND
in stockPlating the 1904-1906 Overprints -

( Continued from page 25)
Pos. 27 and 77 (74): three inverted Vs for
all As in right PANAMA.
Pos. 28 and 78 (73): MA above line in right
PANAMA (on some sheets only).
Pos. 29 and 79 (72): small first A in left
PANAMA (on some sheets only).
Pos. 34 and 84 (67): inverted V for second
A and accent on third A in right PANAMA.
Pos. 35 and 85 (66): large P and second A
in right PANAMA.
Pos. 36 and 86 (65): broken first A in right
PANAMA.
Pos. 38 and 88 (63): accent on third A of
right PANAMA.
Pos. 40 and 90 (61): P NAMA on left (on
a few sheets - printing defect) and in
verted N in right PANAMA.
Pos. 42 and 92 (59): large first A and third
A below line in left PANAMA (on some
sheets) and inverted V for first and second
A in right PANAMA.
Pos. 43 and 93 (58): first A short at top
and large second A in right PANAMA.
Pos. 44 and 94 (57): inverted V for second
A and right leg only of third A in left
PANAMA and tall thin first A and large
third A in right PANAMA.
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Figure 3. Used block of six of No.3

This is the only reported used example of
this error. One unused example is also
known. A second reported unused example
is now· considered a forgery.

were used and a total of 50,000 nrds were
surcharged.

4. Regular mail5c postal cards (Scott No.
UXI7) were surcharged 4c (Surcharge Die
No. 124321) plus AIR MAIL in vermilion.
There were 50,000 cards surcharged.

Aspinwall
Burritt Wright supplies some interesting

background information in connection with
the article on Chagres by Col. J. T. DeVoss
in the First Quarter issue, 1971. Mr. Wright
states that the President of the Department
of Panama (then a part of Colombia) issued
an order in 1889 directing that the name of
the city be Colon and that all mail addressed
to Aspinwall should be returned to the
sender.

Mr. Wright also states that the railroad
was completed on Jan. 29, 1855 at 11 PM
at a point about where the Pedro Miguel
locks are today. On the following day a
special trip was scheduled from Panama to
Colon on the railroad. The cars were filled
with all of the dignitaries, but when the
train arrived in the region of Gatun it was
derailed. All of the officials had to walk to
Colon through the marsh lands.

Figure 4. Used strip of fourlof No.3 with second stamp from right without overprint.Rarities of First Series of six of the 10c value is shown in Figure
Here are some more varieties from the 3. It is cancelled on July 14th at Bahia.

first series of Canal Zone stamJs. The block Any block of this issue in used condition is
of six of the 2c value shown in IFigure 1 has very scarce. This block is ex-DeVoss col

the overprint reading down. ~ANAMA on lection.all three of the stamps ill the I bottom row One of the great rarities of the first issue

measures 15.7 to 16.0 rom lon9. This is the is the 10c value in a pair, one without overvariety listed in the catalogue Ias being 15 print. A used strip of four containing this
mm long. However, the actual measure- error, ex-Justi collection, is shown in Figure

ment from the end of the serifslon both end 4. The second stamp from the right is with
letters is almost a full millimeter longer. out overprint. In the illustration the CANAL

When PANAMA rea~s up this fariety is on ZONE. in ~e cancel and i~ the overprint
Pas. 6 to 10; when It reads down it is on are a lIttle difficult to separate. The CANAL

Pas. 91 to 95. Thus, when PAlrAMA reads ZONE overprint is in the middle of the firstdown, this variety only occurs with a stamp on the left, toward the bottom of theI
straight edge as shown here. This block is next stamp, missing on the next, and is

ex-DeVoss collection. I strong and in the center on the right stamp.

t

Figure 1. No. 1 with PANAMA 16 mm

long. I
A remarkable copy of the 5c value is

shown in Figure 2 with a clear first day
cancel of Cristobal on June 24, 1904. This
copy is ex.Conger collection. Ai used block

I

Revalued Station~ry
Because of the increase in postal rates on

May 16th, the Canal Zone revalued a num
ber of postal stationery items. Hugh Cassibry
has supplied the following data about this
issue. Unused examples may be purchased
from the Philatelic Agency, BJlboa, C. Z.
for face value plus lc for each envelope plus
return postage and registration! Items No.
1 and 2 were issued on May 17, 1971, while
items No. 3 and 4 were issued on May 24,
1971.

1. The remaining stock (152)000) of the
small size 10c airmail envelopeI (Scott No.
UCll) were surcharged lc in blue. Both lc .
surcharge dies (Nos. 124323 and 124325)
were used.

2. The remaining stock (80,000) of the
large size 4c regular mail envelopes (Scott

No. U17) were surcharged 2cl (Surcharge
Die No. 124585) plus 5c (SUlicharge Die

No. 124320), plus VIA AIR MilL in ver
milion.

3. Regular mail 5c postal €ards (Scott
No. UXI7) were surcharged lc 4 blue. Both
lc surcharge dies (Nos. 124323 and 124325)
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Figure 2. No. 2 with first day cancel of

Cristobal on June 24, 1904.
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Committee on Overprinted U.S.

Issues
George W. Brett, Chairman
1924 and Subsequent Issues

(continued)
Our last committee report was in the First

Quarter 1971 issue. Both in that issue and
the following one, our Editor has presented
his revision of the check list from the Dade
Schay manuscript. As we were involved in
the original makeup of this part of the
manuscript, it seems redundant to present
here the list of knO\vn plates as previously
planned. Therefore we shall only comment
when there is a particular facet of the plate
situation to discuss.

The booklet plate numbers are not listed
at all, so we give those known for No. 71
as 14269, 14270, 14271, 14272 for the first
printing and 15961 for the second printing.
For the two printings of the 2c, Scott No.
73, only one plate number is recorded,
16602, for the second printing. (Editor's
Note: Further details on the booklet panes
have not been included in this part of the
check list, since there will be a separate
section on booklet panes later based on Col.
DeVoss's article on these.)

These booklet numbers are enigmas to
me. From the way the books were made
(as we have previously described), if one
number has been found for the lc, why not
three more from the same booklet? For the
2c, however, where we had two-pane books,
we could an!icipate 2n1y on.e other !!12-rnher

if only one plate number booklet of that
size got into collector's hands. Sure they are
rarities, but this is something that the older
Canal Zone collectors are used to living
with. Or let us consider the situation today.
How many Canal Zone coil plate nmbers
have you seen? Obviously not all of the
rarities are in the past by any means.

I am sure that Gil Plass will be glad to
receive any additions or corrections to the
check list that he has been running as well
as suggestions for improvement. Incidentally
I note an error in my copy in the First
Quarter, 1971 issue. There were no 8-pane
overprinted Canal Zone/U. S. books, only 2
and 4-pane ones.



SELLER?BUYER?
If you intend to purchase - or to offer for sale a
"Specialized" Collection or individual stamps •••

SELECT THE PUBLIC AUCTION

~5pttWIg ~ nt~petUtli5t1i~
SCHIFF ~UCTIONS FEATURE SPECIAL SECTIONS OF:

SINGLES, BLOCKS, PLATE BLOCKS, SCARCE NUMBERS, COILS & BOOKLETS,
COVERS & FIRST DAY COVERS, FREAKS & ERRORS, WHOLESALE LOTS,

& COLLECTIONS OF:

U.S., U.N., CANAL ZONE and FOREIGN STAMPS
BUYERS:
BID BY PHONE. BY Ml\IL. OR IN PERSON NO CHARGE FOR EXECUTING BIDS

REQUEST OUR NEXT AUCTION CATAWG.
I REMIT 25c (5Oc 1st CLASS MAIL)

OR $1.00 FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES REALIZED.

OUR COMMISSION IS ONLY 20% OF THE PRICE REALIZED-
NO WTTING CHARGES. PLEASE CONTACT US BEFORE SENDING STAMPS.

I

WE ALSO PURCHASE OUTRIGHT

SELLERS:

Fourteen Cents, No. 1101
Major General William L. Sibert, blue. Issued: Sept. 27, 1937. Total issued: 406,131.

Plate number: 136683.

Fifteen Cents, No. 111
Jackson Smith, gray. Issued: Jan. H, 1932. Total issued to June I, 1971: 2,574,900.

Plate number: 123710.
Varieties:

1. Wet printing. Light 'gray. Yellow gum.
2. Dry printing. Gray. White gum

I

Twenty Cents, No. 112
Rear Admiral Harry H. Rosseau, olive brown. Issued: Jan. H, 1932. Total issued to

I I
June I, 1971: 2,269,200.

Plate numbers: 123711, 165887.
Varieties:

1. Wet printing. Olive brown. Yellow gum.
2. Dry printll1g. Dark brown. White gum.

Copies are knownl printed in an almost black ink with very little brown. Copies are
known from poorly inked sheets showing white spaces in all the letters at top and bottom
of stamp. Copies are Iaiown from over inked sheets with splotches of ink on Rousseau's face,
"Rousseau with dirty face" and with extra ink on other parts of stamp.

I (Continued in next issue)

".~._"<-.~.•••...'•.~._.o"•.~~~_~ .,"'~""r".,~.,"~-~ ~_ ..~--_ .
A Single of No.1 on Cover Detailed List of Canal ~one Stamps -

By Floyd H. Flickinger (Continued from page 23)
Ab t th't h d Copies are known withi freak perforations causing an imperforate bottom margin, but

ou. a ye~r ago e wn er pure ase a with dia onal erforations.
coVer WIth a smgle copy of Canal Zone No. g p I
1. The correct rate for postal cards was 2c. Twelve Cents, No. 109
The domestic rate for letters was 5c. Thus Colonel David DuBois Gaillard, violet brown. Issued: July I, 1929. Total issued:
a cover bearing a single 2c stamp is incor- 844,635.
rectly franked. It was either used by error Plate numbers: 118186, 118187, H8188, 118189, 121496.
or favor or the cover is a fake. Varieties:

The writer contacted two CZSG experts, I. Wet printing. Violet Brown. Yellow gum.
namely F. R. Brooks and R. H. Salz. After 2. Dry printing. Brown violet. White gum.
talking with Salz at WESTPEX 1970 about
the cover, I sent him a xerox of the front
and back. From this he found that the cover
was written up in the American Philatelist
in March, 1949. At that time the cover was
reposing in the reference collection of Eu
gene N. Costales, for many years the Editor
of the Canal Zone section of the Scott cata
logue.

Originally Weiler, later Brooks, and more
recently Salz have performed a great service
to Canal Zone Collectors in their studies of
Nos. 1-3 on cover. Salz is collecting xerox
copies of all known cards and covers with
the first issue. Some cover owners have yet
to send in their xerox copies. He hopes to
hear from them soon.

According to his record there are five
known postal cards with a single copy of
No.1, the correct franking. There are three
known covers with only a single copy of
No. 1. There are 31 known covers with 3
copies of No. I, which was the correct post
age for a letter when only -2c stalnps were
used.

Here are the details of the three covers
with a single copy of No. 1.

The first one is cancelled at La Boca,
June 29, 1904. It is addressed to Dr. J. C.
Perry at Cristobal. He was a surgeon with
the United States Public Health and Marine
Hospital Service as well as a stamp collector.
The present owner wishes to remain anon
ymous.

The second cover is cancelled Ancon,
July I, 1904. It is addressed to Sr. Francisco
Borda in Panama (City). It is backstamped
Agencia Postal Nacional, Panama. This
cover is in the writer's collection.

The third cover is cancelled at Ancon,
July 15, 1904. It is addressed to Claud C.
Mallet, C. M. G. Panama, R. de P. It was
sold in a R. Lowe auction in March, 1958.
The present owner is not known.

If anyone knows of another Single No. 1
on cover, the writer would be pleased to
learn about it.

Licensed & Bonded Auctioneers
Established 1947

North Jersey Meeting
The North Jersey Chapter of ezse will

hold a fall meeting during the CENJEX
show in Eatontown, N. J. from Oct. 15th to
17th. The meeting will be held on the after

'n:>on of Oct. 16th. All are welcome. There
will be a special section and class in the
show for Canal Zone stamps. It is an open
exhibition. A prospectus can be obtained
from George Stilwell.

"HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN A STAMP AUCTION"

2nd Edition - 20·page Booklet
Prepared to Assist Buyers or Sellers - 25¢

I

iJnrqurJ Q.t. ~rl1tfff 4fr.f ~nr.
536 West 111th Street, New York, N.Y. 10025

I
Tel: (212) 662-2777
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